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Poetry Defined—Aristotle defines poetry as a kind 
of imitation# The author of a scientific treat Iso and a 
pact both use words as their media, but the essential 
difference is that the scientist aims at a purely objec¬ 
tive statement of fact, while the poet re-presents life 
as soon through the medium of his own personality and 
creates something new*1 This definition of poetry Is cer¬ 
tainly not concise, yot it servos the purpose of showing 
that words used in poetry servo an altogether different 
purpose than when they arc used In other fields apart 
from that of literature* 
"Moat of the poets, and a great many other people, 
have tried their hand at a definition of poetry* 
Coleridge said it was * the best words In the best 
order1* but though Coleridge was the best of our 
critics, that is the worst of the definitions* 
Shelley said it was Hhe breath and finer spirit 
of all knowledge1! Arnold said that like all good 
literature, prose or verso* it was a •criticism of 
life*1 Thomas ha she, drawing a long-bow, said more 
startlingly that it was 1 the Honey of all Flowers, 
the Quintessence oX* all Sciences, too Marrow of 
Art and the very Phrase of Angol^*1 william Godwin, 
1 am told, said it was rubbish#”** 
Poetry is certainly not the speech of angels, nor is 
it rubbish* If the poets cannot agree, then the only way 
to accurately define pootry is to describe it in itself. 
1. Pyfo, &* Hamilton, Aristotle*3 Art of Poetry* Clarendon 
Press, Oxford, England," 191+6, p* 1 * 
2* do Sellacourt, Aubrey, On Heading Poetry* Alan Swallow 
Pross, Denver, Colorado, l^S, p. l£>* 
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in its effects, and in the reader*a reaction* 
History of ?ootry**Uoat art £or.m can bo traced 
through definite periods by their changing qualities 
and use of more refined tools* Since poetry*s only tool 
is that of the intuitive mind of man and words whose mean* 
lug changes very little through the ages, we can only try 
to trace its origin* It could be said that predominant 
stylos denote a growing developmental process, but v/o can* 
not pick any one period where all poets wrote with the 
same predominant style. Poetry has always boon a process 
of interpretive writing ttoough differentiating personali¬ 
ties, therefore, wo cannot say that one type of poetry ox* 
one specific poem is more or loss progxoaaivo—only that 
one style or poem is more startling, more lucid, or more 
revealing to the particular x»eader* 
< hen primitive man began first to use the expedient 
of formulating abstract thoughts in concrete terms, and 
interpreting thoughts lying outside his experience in 
terms of experience ho began to employ every artifice of 
egression at his command in toms of hand and body move¬ 
ments and guttural cries and verbalisms* Ho gradually 
became proficient in loudness, duration, pitch and tone 
color of the sounds he uttered and each expressive sound 
began to bear a constant similar sound* in order to ex¬ 
press his emotions he gave these sounds loudness and hold 
the pitch over a longer period for emphasis* In order to 
give even more ©aphasia he used repetition* It became 
natural to the speaker a© well as the hearer to use or 
hoar bis repetition in strongly emotional utterances* 
gvon though words wore still not used, this repetition 
of sound was embryonic verso* 
"When a thought had boon thus exprest by 
primitive man* and a nov/ thought required 
expression by a now trope, the new thought 
would bo more expressive if uttered with the 
repetition of as nearly as practicable the 
same sounds, with the same loudness and duration 
and the same repetitions as those with which the 
preceding thought hud been uttered, and to which 
the mind of the hearer had boon adjusted and 
attuned* Thus the thought would be more readily 
perceived than if expreat In any other way* 
Furthermore, a relevant idea and a thought not 
too foreign to the though! already expreat 
usually followed the firgw expression* This 
was the birth ox* verse *"3 
In a sense they gave what was unicown through wfat 
woe known* The poet ox* today still does tho sane* Ho 
. gives a now emotion or a now picture through the use of 
chosen words which we already know* lie does not change 
tho words, but merely changes their arrangement, thereby 
producing new sound arrangements arid new eonno tat ions# 
Primitive verse consisted mainly of what may be 
called parallelisms; rhymes of ideas and accentuations 
by contrast# There was then no systematic rhyming of 
words* Ehyno, ns wo know It, is a comparatively modern 
Invention* 
3* &axlmf Hudson, The dolance of Poetry and the Philosophy 
of Lau^uu^o, Go*V »ew '"£o^p* 2/ 
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Much of the Bible was written in such primitive 
verse, for example: 
M3o God created man in his own image, .In 
the Imago of God created, he him| mole and 
female created ho thorn* t54 
ttMy son, attend mi to my wl Odom, and bow 
thine oar to ay understanding* * . . * 
Her foot go down to deaths her steps 
take hold on tell#”? 
Sound began to play a largo part in expression when 
words came into use* words wore used, for their sounding 
ability to express an idea or an emotion and they thereby 
became symbols for known experiences. 
”Bounds, whether directly or indirectly 
imitative, are nevertheless used eym* 
bolioallys for if we pronounce the word 
ban,R in imitation of the sound, or the 
word snooso. or snore in limitation of 
those sounds, our words ar© still symbols 
of those sounds, and onomatopy must bo 
considered as a branch of symbol ism*11 ^ 
All words or statements are figures of speech, but 
when they deviate from literal statement to facilitate 
the expression of thought it is called trope# The prin¬ 
cipal divisions of trope are known as Metaphor, Simile, 
Metonymy, Personification, Symohdoeho, Allegory, Hyper¬ 
bole and Irony* Theao forms aid the poet in giving now 
1*. __, Hie Holy Bible* (Douay Version), ^Genesis," 
Chapter T, part 27, 0# ftildersaann Go., Inc*, bow York, 
P* 10* 
5* Ibid. "Proverbs," Chapter IV, parts 1 h 5* page 6ii5* 
6* Maxim, II#, o£# clt* * p# 31# 
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moaning or color to words which represent static nooning 
to the reader and define themselves anew contextually# 
Thus we can boo that, while poetry does many things. 
It v/as primarily originated to stress an emotion# Secondly, 
it uses words as implements of expression* These main points 
are important educationally, for if poetry began to express 
an emotion, then it should continue to do so* Since an 
/ 
emotion cannot bo learned, it is the task of the teacher 
to help develop favorable attitudes* 
The use of words as implements is Important in show- 
lag effects of their use in poetry as differentiated from 
their use In regular prose# dince poetry is also a verbal 
exorcise and uses words, then it must bo related in some 
way to language arts. 
It will be the Min purpose of this problem to in¬ 
vestigate what is being done in the secondary schools 
in relation to the teaching of poetry* & sub-purpose or 
concomitant thought will be to try to improve any methods 
which do not scorn advisable in their present fora# 
1 
CHAfgiat IX 
mmOD OP FHOCSDlffiK 
QiUPTKh IX 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
iioQkQoti for the Study—The purpose of this problem 
is a direct outgrowth of the common attitudes against 
pootry which exist in our schools today. It Is folt 
that misconceptions, lack of -understanding, erroneous 
alias, and presupposition are all important factors which 
create a negative attitude toward poetry* 
Through the use of a questionnaire, the author will 
attempt to investigate methods that are now being used; 
find out which are used more than others; study the 
effects of those methods and techniques using contempor¬ 
ary readings and educational theory as a guide* 'Tills 
will bo followed by suggestions of now techniques which 
have been used successfully or seem to be more in lino 
with educational theory* 
dubjocts selected for tho Study—Tho secondary 
school systems of Worcester, Northampton and Holyoke, 
Massachusetts were chosen as representative of three 
varying populations. Seventy-six English teachers were 
requested to fill in the questionnaires. The results 
of this questionnaire represented nine separate secondary 
schools, 
Purpose of the Questionna 11*0—This questionnaire 
was promulgated in order that the author might gain 
some Insight into what methods are now being used in 
9 
the teaching of pootry in schools today, and their valuo 
as related to modern theory* The purpose of this ques¬ 
tionnaire was not to find out specifically what was being 
done in one area, nor to take the results of three different 
areas and try to draw any specific conclusions from this 
scattering* Bather, It was the purpose of the author to 
survey these areas In order that he might find some common 
tendencies or techniques which more than one English 
teacher uses or relies upon* as a natural outcome of 
those inquiries an evaluation will take place in which 
proposals for revision of technique® will appear* 
Procedure for Contact**-After permission was secured 
from individual superintendents, principals of each secon¬ 
dary school wotq approached with an explanation of the 
problem, and copies of the questionnaire mid letter of 
transmittal were left in self-addressed and stamped 
envelopes for the individual English teachers to fill in 
and return to the author* 
fhe only variance from this procedure was in 
Worcester, Massachusetts, where the questionnaires had 
to bo mailed to the homes o£ each English teacher* This 
procedure was made accessary in order to circumvent the 
apparent order against distributing questionnaires of any 
typo through the Superintendent or individual principals# 
Development of the nuestioiimxirQ—Tiio quos tionnairo 
was based on principle® and practices of education in 
10 - 
socondary schools as gleaned from authoratativo sources 
such as textbooks, pamphlets, curriculum guides, and 
other surveys and studies* 
Teachers wore free to either answer by a simple 
checkmark or to comment briefly on any question. It 
was felt that this procedure would not only simplify the 
task for the English teacher, but also, if a majority of 
subjects commented on any one specific question then it 
would seem to show that this particular phase of the study 
should get more research and attention. 
Treatment of the queatlonualro lie turns-- Since 
answers to most questions can be answered by a chocking 
of either of two answers, a simple statement of the 
question and tabulation following each particular phase 
of the questionnaire will be inserted as the results are 
evaluated. This procedure will aid the reader In keeping 
the specific questions before him at all times duxdng the 
reading. If a teacher did not check one of the answers, 
or felt a comment was necessary, it will not show in the 
tabulation, but will be taken up in the evaluation which 
It precedes* 
Summary*--as turning that there is some apparent mind- 
sot against poetry by many individuals, and finding out 
specifically some of these difficulties through the 
questionnaire and contemporary literature on this problem, 
11 
an evaluative discussion of these problems should load 
to some constructive proposals as to what should bo 
done in this field* 
. « 
I 
/ 
gjiaptkb in 
GHAFTM III 
TBK QUE3TZ0W * AIRE 
The questionnaire which appears on the following 
two pages has a series of seemingly unrelated questions 
which are answerable by a simple check-mark* The lotto** 
of transmittal, which appears here following the question¬ 
naire, asks teachers to comment upon any question—oven 
those which do not specifically call for a comment* 
Although the -questions are seemingly unrelated, there 
was some relation intended, as will b© shown by the para¬ 
graph headings in this chaptex*. 
l&xrollmeafc and disc of Glass—In the heading of the 
questionnaire, teachers were asked the approximate en¬ 
rollment of the school in which they taught. In question 
nuruhes* ©lovon, they wore asked if sis© of classes had any 
relation to the teaching of poetry. If the answer was in 
the affirmative they were asked to comment briefly. The 
author was trying to find bore if poetry followed the 
general educational principle of better teaching and 
learning situations taking place when classes are smaller* 
The author was also desirous of learning whether ox* not 
larger school systems broke their clashes into smaller 
groups than did those of those of the smaller school 
systems* 
Teacher Schedules and bpedal Courses—Questions on© 
and two wore set up to see whether or not teachers taught 
Yfco quo s t ionna Iro 
Approximate 
Name of school___&iroXlmont_ 
1, vdiat are the titles of the English courses that you teach 
and on what grade level are they taught? 
2* Are any of then devoted entirely to poetry? Yea_No 
a* yoa» please list the titles of thorn courses on 
the reverse aide of this sheet* 
3* Do you teach any poetry at all? Yes_Do 
a. If your answer is no* please return this 
questionsire without answering any of the 
subsequent questions* 
b* If your answer is yes* is this teaching of 
poetry a planned segment of the course, or 
Is it brought In Incidentally? 
Planned __ Incidental __ 
i|* Do you beliovc that poetry is better taught as a 
definite part of a literature class, or as a 
separate full semester course? 
Part of a litoz»ature course _ Separate _ 
3"* Do you use pictures, aids, or other devices in the 
teaching of poetry? Yes__JIo_ 
a. If your onager Is yes* what are some of those 
aids or devices? 
6* Gonerally speaking, arc students naturally interested 
during poetry periods, or is teacher motivation con¬ 
stantly necessary? 
Interested _ Motivation necessary . 
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7. Do you iOul that a student can gain anything from 
poetry oven though ho does not have complete under¬ 
standing? 
Yes_to_ 
C* Do you believe that complete understanding, line by 
line. If overemphasised, greatly reduces appreciation? 
Doos reduce appreciation Does not _ 
9* Do you require students to memorise poetry? 
In part _ dhole poems ' Hot at all _ 
10. In teaching pootry, are fcho poems selected by teacher 
or pupils? 
Toucher  _ Tup 11     Both _ 
a. If chosen by the teacher, do you select poems 
for their similarity of subject matter or stylo? 
Subject matter_ Stylo Both . 
11. Do you have homogeneous groups within a class to 
facilitate the study of pootx»y? 
a. Of what typos aro those groups? Yes_Ho_ 
12. Do you believe that the aiz® of a class has any 
boaring on the teaching of poetry? 
Yes_Ho 
a. If ,/os. please comment briefly. 
13# Do you believe that the Intelligence level of a class 
has any bearing on the teaching of poetry? 
Yes Ho_ 
a* If .yes, please comment briefly. 
Lottor of Transmittal 
University of Massachusetts 
teherst, Massachusetts 
March 1, 1P54 
To the High School English Teacher: 
There are numerous methods used in the teaching 
of poetry. This chock-list has been formulated in the be¬ 
lief that we can gain some insight Into what methods are 
used. From this, X hope to evaluate the methods now used 
and follow it with a proposal of new techniques. Please 
feel free to omit any question, or further clarify your 
answer by a brief comment. 
Realising, that teachers are already clerically 
overburdened, 1 can only excuse tills imposition by point¬ 
ing out that teachers in service are the researcher*s best 
source of accurate Information. 
It would bo helpful, for authenticity*s sake. 
If these questionnaires were signed on the reverse sido. 
A summary of this research will be forwarded to you upon 
request. 
’/ours very truly, 
/a/ 
faul J. Latino 
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only English courses and whether any of them were devoted 
entirely to poetry* Question number three* asked If they 
taught any poetry at all, even though they wore English 
teachers* These questions eliminated teachers of English 
not actively engaged In the teaching of poetry and also 
those teachers whose major field was not English or poetry, 
but who taught only one or two courses in English as a 
matter of expediency rather than choice* 
The second part of question number throe referred 
to whether or not the teaching of poetry was planned or 
incidental* question number four asked whether ox* not 
teachers believed poetry could be bettor taught as a part 
of a literature course or as a separate entity* This was 
to find out if there was any correlation between the 
planned groups (part of a literature course), and the 
incidental groups (as a separate entity)* 
Audio-Visual Aids and Uo tivation— Souio educators feel 
*K*wi»» iii»M».iiil>iawnii>i.«i>ii»<ii * *iM*nunir■ww***n mm **nt**m»*M i**. i ■*■»■*.««—■!<»»«—»■ 
strongly that picturisation is important in the teaching of 
poetry.? questions five and six were concerned with what 
aids were used in the teaching of poetry, if any, and the 
consolation to extrinsic ox Intrinsic motivation* The 
author here wished to see If teachers who felt that con¬ 
stant motivation was necessary used many aids, and also 
7* <art, f *H* & Vincent, w*S*f Eadorn Educational Practice* 
hcdraw-Hlll hook Go*, hew fork, X9f->0, p* 1^6* 
1a - 
to soo If the teachers who obtained natural intoreat used 
any aids* It was thought valuable to find out what aid 
was most widely used* 
Appreciation and Und o r& t and Ini:7:"* -accent educational 
readings stress the fact that poetry should bo taught to 
develop appreciative attitudes on tho part of the pupil, 
and as knowledge of poetry is broadened, content can bo 
given increased importance 
Questions seven and eight were designed to measure 
whether or not teachers felt that complete understandings 
\iovo necessary and what influence) appreciation had on 
final learning# 
The author felt that these two factors were important 
to tho entire conception of this paper and will bo followed 
in greater detail in tho ©valuation and summary. 
homor 1 sation*-.paoation number nine was designed to 
measure to what degree the technique of memorisation was 
used in tho teaching of poetry# flier© was no subdivision 
of this question as to effects, sines they are not measure* 
able from cloao range by Individual tonenors# In tho later 
evaluation of this technique, it will bo discussed from tho 
angle of educational theory# 
Foetry SelectIon--Question number ton was designed to 
aoc whether poetry was teacher or pupil chosen, or chosen 
0# Broom, h.B# et all. Effective Loading Instruction. IcGraw- 
Hill Book Co., How fork,*TJ51Y ~P• 310. 
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by both, Tho subdivision of this question referred to 
whether or not this ohoice had anything to do with either 
subject matter or style. 
The author felt that dominant teacher selection 
might well affect pupil appreciation* 
Grouping and Intell toenc o—^uo 3 t ions ole von and thir¬ 
teen and thalr subdivisions dealt with homogeneous grouping, 
interest grouping, ability grouping, and a commentary of 
whether Intelligence had any relation to too touching of 
pootry, 
Educational readings stress tho factor© of individualI- 
nation and appreciation in the teaching of poetry. Therefore 
the author felt that intelligence* unless to a degree where 
comprehension of any sort is unobtainable, should not be an 
eliminating factor, Bather, tho stress should be on indi¬ 
vidualisation, and motivation through emotional appeal, 
finally loading to complete appreciation. 
ciSArasH xv 
ANALYSIS OK BKSFOBSijS 
CHATOJSH IV 
A13ALYS13 OF JUSSFOUSUS 
questions which were asked on the questionnaire will 
bo discussed. The discussion will bo followed by the 
actual question and a tabulation of the responses* The 
tabulation represents the ideas of fifty-one secondary 
school English teachers. The actual number of responses 
was fifty-five, but four of this number wero disqualified 
because the./ do not teach any poetry, questionnaires 
were sent to secondary schools In Holyoke, Northampton, 
and Worcester, Massachusetts* 
If the reader* will refer to the questionnaire, ho 
will note that the questions are somewhat broad in thoir 
scope. This was done purposely, for a acre precisely 
worded questionnaire indicating e&act techniques anu 
objectives would seem to indicate that the author was 
searching for an entire and conclusive picture of what 
is being done in the teaching of poetry, in order that 
he might formulate principles and rules from the responses. 
As has air- ady boon stated, it is not the* purpose 
Of this problem to formulate principles or obtain an 
entire view of the field* From these indication that 
have been gathered, along with contemporary readings 
and theories, it is hoped that some techniques may bo 
revised and newer ones evolved. It is further felt. 
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that some touchers will not accept new techniques, nor 
revise old ones unless they fully realize the importance 
or standing of poetry in the curriculum arid its fundamental 
aims* 
douroea ffaught-«»Qno important aspect of asking for a 
listing of courses taught was that teachers of grades seven 
through ton seemed to have more flexibility in their pro¬ 
gram in regard to the teaching of poetry* Two major periods 
appear evident through answers and ooomeiits on the question¬ 
naire and through a study of local courses of study and 
curriculum guides* The period from grades seven through 
ten allows for more pupil and teacher freedom in not only 
selecting poetry, but also in their approach to the subject 
and aims or objectives that are set up by themselves* Grades 
cloven and twelve are grades in which certain poems arc pre¬ 
scribed for study with the ultimate aim being on© of litoral 
understanding* 'nils Is especially true of the narrative and 
opic poems * The distinction may seem minute at first glance, 
\ 
but for the purpose of sotting up new plans or curriculum 
guides they differ In ultimate aims* For the former grade 
levels wo should bo interested in instilling some basic 
knowledges and building up appreciations through basic 
understandings* In the latter grade levels, wo uro merely 
interpreting narration with tools that wo have supposedly 
acquired or asxm into contact with at an earlier date* 
- 23 
In the case of terminal groups, the inclusion of 
poo try on eleventh and twelfth grades of high school was 
©light and followed the aaf.no linos as that of the previous 
secondary English classes* The College English group at 
this period wont on Into precis© and intricate studios 
of specifled poems* 
Four teachers returned quostlonna Ires and are 
actively teaching English, but their questionnaires arc 
not valid, since they do not, at the present time, teach 
any poetry. On© of these four is an administrator-super¬ 
visor and no longer does any direct touching. The remain¬ 
ing three teach only grammar* 
WHAT ARE THE TITLES OF THE EHOLISU COURSES 
THAT YOU TEACH, AND OH WHAT SHADE LF 
THEY TAUGHT? 
AS A21 ENGLISH TEAQHEH, 
AT ALL? 
do you mca lay tqltky 
Yds Si i k> 
Poetry As A Separate Gourso—Hone of the reporting 
teachers actually taught a complete course in poetry, and 
only two teacher® felt that it should be taught as a course 
dovotod entirely to poetry. Lost comments referred to the 
interest clement which was completely lacking, or would 
wane as the course progressed if poetry were taught as a 
so pare fee subject. 
Since the modern trend in English is to teach It 
from a functional approach, even without the interest 
factor it would seem inadvisable to have it stand as a 
separate entity, Poetry la a highly stylised form of 
language arts* In grammar we can sec words which change 
t:. ouselvoa from ono part of speech to another* 'For example 
wo may see a word which In its usual grammatical sense is 
a verb and shows action, but la poetry where fragmentation 
la licensed, tho word may bo personified thereby changing 
it from an action to a thin , and therefore assuming the 
Identity of a noun because of its use In context* In 
composition we boo that by cutting out words which are 
not absolutely necessary to complete pieturizatlon or main 
theme stress we are abstracting. This abstracting carries 
over to both trimming down of compositions and themes In 
prose, and In its usual sense of abstracting from reference 
materials* On higher intelligence levels it lends itself 
well to building up vocabulary through the study of Seman¬ 
tics, 
Yes 0 Ho J£L 
Definite fart h.9 Separate Course 
25 
Planned aau Inciuontal Toachln,: of Poetr, - - through 
comments on the questionnaire and a tabulation of the 
responses, it became apparent that this question pro¬ 
duced slight misconceptions. The use of the word planned 
was thought by the author to mean planned b.< local or state 
regulations. Since many answered that their poetry was 
planned on seventh and eighth grades, where there is little 
local or state control, then the only conclusion here was 
that trio poetry was planned by the teacher. Many oh these 
teachers also allowed Tor some pupil selection, therefor©, 
the actual poems were not planned, but the inclusion of 
poetry itself was planned. Upon investigation into con- 
temporary readings it was found that poetry can bo planned 
and still take advantage of pupil interest at any specific 
point in a literature course* The word incidental brought 
about an erroneous connotation because of the author*s mis¬ 
conception. This was not meant to mean incidental as related 
to incidental learning In education, but rather to moan a 
type of incidental teaching which was partly planned and 
included only when high interest or need was actually folt 
by the pupils. 
A program which better explains these two types is one 
outlined by C*A* Thomas in a recent article.'' Because of 
9* Thomas, G.A., "They bill Head Poetry,'1 bullish Journal, 
Vol, XLI, December, 1952* p. 530* 
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apparent negative attitudes toward poetry on the part or 
his pupils, he discarded his regular plan Tor teaching the 
structure and meaning of poetry and asked his college prep¬ 
aratory group what they felt they needed as concerned litera¬ 
ture, in order that they might bo better'equipped to enter 
college# They included poetry, along with many other things 
and asked the teacher to assign some specific poems# Kr# 
Thomas only suggested the names of so*..© poets and asked 
pupils to read only what they liked and to keep the title 
of the poems they read# After some reading, many came forth 
with poems which were similar in their themes. They agreed 
to road poems which were pessimistic# They began to search 
for authors who wrote in despairing or futile veins# In 
this way they learned to sec more clearly expression tech¬ 
niques and came to generally agree on the interpretations# 
Basically, hr# Thomas had poetry as & planned part of 
his course, but he waited for the incident of their felt 
need before ho attempted to instill any learning# It 
should be important to note that this group also followed 
their main theme of despair into novels such as The Great 
Gatsby, and in this way succeeded in bridging the gap be¬ 
tween phases of liter turo and thereby somewhat function¬ 
alizing English# 
It is hoped, that of the thirty-nine who stated that 
their* teaching of poetry was planned, many waited for the 
opportunity to include it when experiences seemed to 
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encompass its moaning, ox* when Interest or need was 
evident. 
in tom mcuxio of poetry, is it a 
FLASH <i£D SEX&lft? OF TED GOuESE, OH IS 
IT BROUGHT 111 1BQIBEETALLYf 
Planned 
Incidental 
Combination 
Understandings and Appreciation—All of the fifty- 
one subjects agreed that students do gain something from 
poetry evon though they do not have complete understand¬ 
ing, and except for six subjects who felt that It did not, 
they agreed that lino by lino understanding visibly reduces 
appreciation when carried to an extreme point* From this 
we should bo abio to conclude that the uialn purpose of 
poetry Is not literal statement of fact, and that it does 
embody some things which arc discernible emotionally or 
through some facet of the senses* to must first decide 
which of the fcv/o—-understanding or appreciation—is the 
more important. From indications on the questionnaire 
it is apparent that most teachers realise that appreciation 
Is the more important factor* Appreciation is "recognition 
through the senses and a form of aesthetic satisfaction" 
This makes it Increasingly apparent that trie prime factor in 
the teaching or study of any poetry is not one of rote under- 
10. Rollson, tt*A, ot al (editors), lobster1a International 
Dictionary, G* & C# Merriam Go., Tpringf'laid,hassY,1 
P. 132. 
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standing of ideas which can bo- translated Into litoral 
stateraont or fact* Rather, teachers must stress a whole 
emotional picture through the senses and gradually load 
Into a more undorstandabl© picture of the poem as a whole* 
Later, a semantic study ot words which scorn odd or changed 
contextually may follow, and finally leaving the physical 
structure and rhyme scheme until the very last part of tho 
learning experience# Th© question of what factors concern¬ 
ing poetry should bo emphasized, and which should not seems 
to be adequately explained in the following paragraph: 
0Rhythm and rhyme arc more important than 
content in the poems taught to young chil¬ 
dren. As pupils1 knowledge of poetry is 
broadened, content becomes an increasingly 
important poetic element* The teaching of 
poetry should bo planned to develop apprecia¬ 
tive attitudes on tho part of tho pupils* A 
critical or on analytical attitude, therefore, 
should bo avoided. Teachers may read entire 
poems to tho children la order that the pupils 
will bo able to gain a clear impression of 
each poem# farts of poems may bo studied later 
to obtain details and word pictures. Pupils 
should not attempt to road poetry without ade¬ 
quate preparation. Teachers may develop in 
children appreciation of poetry in tho same 
manner that they develop appreciation of 
music, l.e., by providing an abundance of 
materials that Illustrate the characteristic 
elements of tho art. fcorns must bo selected 
carefully, and they should be increased In 
difficulty and in variety as the understanding 
of the children improves." *1 
In building understanding or a general concept of 
11. Broom, ot a!, £f fee t Iv e Ho ad In™. Ins t rue t Ion. 
McGraw-Hill Book Go."7Tnc., T?iJI,.Sew"fork,' p." 3T0• 
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what poetry Is we also affect pupils future attitudes 
toward poetry* If, through a liking for poetry as a 
whole, they tend to choose poetry which has a satisfying 
©motional response tho constancy of this act resolves 
12 itself into an attitude* therefore, wo can surmise 
that one act leads into another, and that a >preolablon is 
foremost and it is the job of the teacher to begin on this 
level* 
DO YOU FBLL THAT A 3TUDEHT CAN GAI1* AHYTHBJO 
FROM POKTBY EVER THOUGH HE DOES HOT HAVE 
complete xmmmTMiDiim 
Yos Si hO 0 
DO YOU BELIEVE THAT COMPLETE UNDERSTANDING, 
LINE BY LINE, IF 0 VEB-EMPHASISED, OHEATLY 
REDUCES APPRECIATION? 
Does iiS Does Not 6 
Audio-Visual Aids and Devices—«The greater use of 
pictures over other aids and devices stem© from the fact 
that they arc readily available and economical as well. 
A groat many of the schools still do not have adequate 
facilities for more complicated types of aids such as 
phonographs, slide film, and film projectors* 
Most teachers used the picturos in a similar manner 
that is to say, they had pictures pertaining to one sub¬ 
ject area and assigned poems or road poems which fit into 
12* Burton, ill lam II., The Guidance of Learning activities. 
App 1 cton-Century-Crofts, Inc*', New York, 194k» P* 31* 
a general pattern of that subject* r*rou the standpoint 
of one of the main objectives of poetry--to gain inter¬ 
pretation In the individual through the use of emotion 
and sensory picturization—it would seem a better technique 
fox* pic tux ©a to follow so as to compare Individual inter¬ 
pretation rather than influencing them by showing before¬ 
hand what they must visualize* 
A bettor way might be to use decorated broadsides; 
this is a printed sheet on the stylo of a poster without 
pictures which would attract attention* Xu this way it 
should be possible to build up motivation, yot not affect 
interpretation, A good oxample of this technique is out¬ 
lined as follows: 
ttUsing some of the good poetry that has been 
written for children, X have taken eighteen 
by twenty-four inch white paper and have made 
a collection of broadsides* These are suitably 
decorated or illustrated in color* Each week 
I have a new poetry broadside up on a movable 
easel in the front of the room* Through this 
practice I have drawn many children to develop 
an appreciation for poetry* They become fa¬ 
miliar with some of the poets, and some pupils 
develop a hobby of .collecting poems they have 
enjoyed* One of the things that makes genuine 
poetry reading different from other kinds of 
reading is the desireto reroad favorite poems 
frequently* The first year that I used poetry 
broadsides, throe children of the class began 
writing poems spontaneously on their own—most 
of them surprisingly good ones*”13 
Recordings wore the next in order of Importance* 
13* Uort, F * R* , & Vincout, h * $, , Eodorn. Educational 
Practice* mcGraw-Hill book Co*, iieW' York,. 1950, p* 1*6* 
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Moat teachore did not comment on whether or not the/ felt 
they did or did not have the ability to read poetry effec¬ 
tively, bat they did comment on the fact that recordings 
by authors of poems or famous actors held great interest 
for the pupils, wore dramatically appealing, and insured 
good intorprotation» 
A number of teachers used notebooks as devices in 
which pupils put only what they felt was good poetry, 
poetry they especially liked, and some creative poetry 
of their own* For the most part, these notebooks were 
usually pictorialiaed and rather artistically put together* 
While some mentioned the use of films, slides, and 
filmstrips, they further explained that they did not uso 
these aids to any great degree, nine teachers reported 
that they did not uso any aids or devices in the teaching 
of pootry* It is interesting to note that those same nine 
felt that constant motivation was necessary while teaching 
poetry* A conclusion is not possible hero, yet it is 
educationally apparent that aids usually stimulate motivation* 
do xou use fxctores, aids, oh other 
devices m iiih teaching of poltBit 
Yea kg Uo 9 
mu fail w i» mmmi «<—w 
MOST CQM..40B DEVISES, Hi THE ORDER OF 
IMFORTAMCE, AS 3H0bM B'i OF 
vm ARE* 
1* Pictures 3. Slides 
2* Recordings 4. notebooks 
5* Movies 
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Teacher motivation—Of the fifty-on© reporting 
teachers, thirty-two stated that they found It necessary 
to use a farm of motivation in order to maintain high 
interest level* wore than one half of this group also 
commented that this was not necessary constantly, but 
used only at intervals when interest began to lag* The 
two extreme groups had certain tendencies in common* The 
group which reported that their classes were usually in¬ 
terested during pootry periods tended to use more audio¬ 
visual aids, grouping—either by ability or interest—, 
and allowed some pupil participation in the selection of 
pootry to be studied* More than one half of this highly 
interested group were college preparatory classes* Con¬ 
versely, the groups of teachers stating that constant 
motivation was necessary tended not to use any aids or 
grouping* 
GENERALLY SPEAKING, ARE 3TUDBETS NATURALLY 
INTERESTED DURING POETRY PERIODS, OR IS 
TEACHER MOTIVATION CONSTANTLY HECESo&HY? 
Interostod 
notivation Necessary 
19 
x 
Mo*,10rlsafclon--Thirty-ei, cht teachers reported they 
asked students to memoriae poems in part* A majority of 
thorn also commented that they al3o required short whole 
poems to be memorised, at certain times. Fox* the pur¬ 
pose of extreme comparison this group and the group re¬ 
quiring memorization of whole poems can be put together* 
This shows that only eight did not require any memorisation 
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at all. The questionnaire shaves very little correlation 
here# One group did not carry over any similar traits, 
that is to any, that teachers who did not require the 
memorization of ;>oema did not necessarily have any teach- 
ing techniques in common* The only indication was in a 
few comments which showed that out of tho eight teachers 
there were at least three who, while they did not require 
memorization, gave more pupil choice in selecting poems, 
and did not necessarily condemn the idea of memorisation# 
It is apparent educationally that memorization as a 
verbalizing or reiteration of words or phrases serves no 
purpose whether it be poetry or philosophy. If, on the 
other hand, a particular poem or passage is extremely 
revealing to an individual then the task is not primarily 
one of memorization. Rather, it is one of repeating a 
picture in one*s mind* It is felt that while the ma¬ 
jority of teachers checked that they require poetry to 
bo memorized in part, that they do allow pupil choice. 
XX) YOU REQUIRE STU0EUTS TO 
POETHYV 
moults 
In Fart 
Whole Fooms 
Hot At All 
Poem Selection—Rone of the group or reporting sub¬ 
jects allowed their pupils complete freedom of selection 
in poetry study* Twenty-nine teachers did all of the 
soloctlng and twenty-two allowed some pupil participation* 
Of the twenty-nine that did the selecting, nineteen chose 
poorn tor their similarity of subject matter and Tour se¬ 
lected for similarity of style* The remaining six in this 
group and ton of the group which ^ad teachor-*pupil selection 
solected for both* The remaining tv/olvo teachers did not 
choose to answer this question, or commented that it do¬ 
pe rid od upon the situation or group of poena that were being 
studied at that time# Teachers who allowed pupils to help 
in choosing poems tended to bo on lower levels, that is to 
say grades seven through ton* A great percentage of those 
teachers who selected poems by themselves were teachers of 
grades eleven and twelve# The was probably duo to tho fact 
that after grade ten certain epic aad narrative poems become 
a definite part of the curriculum for a study of their con¬ 
tent in a literary-historical sons©, and there is very little 
that teachers can do during this period In a selective sense# 
Since teachers fool that pupils do not have the ability 
to choose poems for thornselvos and since poetry demands such 
a highly individualised emotion, then it is evident that 
teacaors need special training for teaching poetry. If 
teachers do not hay© this training they may resort to 
principles which are not important* The following quo¬ 
tation scorns to embody the necessary thought behind tho 
choice of any poem for study: 
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“Most teachers cither rosort to ohorlo 
verse or bad amateur poets. College 
preparation classes should pay atten¬ 
tion to methods, psychology or ©notional 
effects and discover poors which embody 
experiences within the emotional reali¬ 
sation of adolescents; group aids around 
them—picture©, slides, ioovlea, recordings, 
historical or biographical anecdote© arid 
evoke neuroligical reactions to help the 
adolescent to discover poems real or 
present moaning,ux^ 
in tj&okiuo tgetky, aek ?m aelected 
BY TKAOfcSR OH PUPILS? 
Teacher* 29 
Pupils _o^ 
Both ~22 
IF PQisiiS ABK Off USES BY TUB TEACHEK, IX) YOU 
SELECT POSES FOB THEIR SIMILARITY OF 
SUBJECT SSATTISR OR STYLE? 
Subject Matter 
Style 
Both 
Groupin;Only seven of the fifty-one reporting 
teachers used homogeneous groups to facilitate the 
study of poetry. Of these seven, five grouped accord¬ 
ing to ability* The groat majority of reporting teachers 
did not group either because they did not feel it had any 
merit, or because they felt it was too time consuming* 
Generally speaking, using group processes is only 
an aid to individualisation* It seems evident that 
ill* Lund, M.G*, “ foe try: One hay Out of the Muddle," 
Clearing House. Vol* XXVII, April, 1953, p. if90. 
grouping as a torching technique is only a massing of 
homogeneity for a specific purpose. Aside from the 
social and interactive factors, it is a striving 
toward individuality* A few teachers who supposedly 
understand the function of poetry In the school do not 
grasp this technique of group Interests in facilitating 
individuality* Prom the mass of literature written in 
connection v*lth the teaching of poetry it is abundantly 
evident that poetry Is not a subject which lends itself 
to mass teaching techniques* It Is created Individually 
and should be consumed or appreciated as an individual 
art moaning many things to many people* If we accept 
poetry on the same level as painting, or as any fin© art— 
which we must—then we must also accept this individuality* 
Vo would certainly not teach mass audiences that the smile 
on the face of tho Mona Lisa by da Vinci is translatable 
Into a s'.liar connotation by all people* 
DO ZOtJ HAVh BGhQG&RnOUd GROUPS \ ITfilli A 
** TO FACILITATE TO£ hfUDY OF FGETOYf 
Yoo _2_ Ho U 
IP YOU m OHOUP, AHE THESE (SHOUTS 
ACOOHDIiiG TO liiTSREST OH ABILITY? 
Interest p 
Ability 2 
3lae of Classes—Thli»ty~seven of tho fifty-one sub¬ 
jects felt it was readily apparent that smaller classes 
wore easier to teach, in that Interest was sustained to 
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a higher degree. The fourteen subjects who felt that 
□iso of classes had no bearing on the teaching of poetry 
wore all from smaller school systems* If any conclusion 
can bo .ado hero, it is that larger school systems should 
have smaller class groups since the personal element of 
acquaintance with pupils is lacking* 
In an educational sense, it is somewhat app&ront that 
smaller classes in any subject lend themselves well to 
better teaching# while Individuality is important in the 
teaching of most subjects, it is probably the most impor¬ 
tant aspect of any method in the teaching of poetry# If 
the poets agree that poetry is only interpreted individu¬ 
ally, then It should bo taught in individual stages of 
growth* This would necessitate the use of smaller classes# 
DO YOU B1SLI3VJS THAf SIZE OF A CLASS HAS 
ANY BhArlllia OB THE PiliGHIBG OF PGJsSTRY? 
Yes 37 Bo 111 
Into,11 igenee Leve 1 a—Heportifm teachers agreed almost 
unanimously that higher intelligence groups accepted the 
fundamentals more readily than lower intelligence or 
terminal groups# Phis is somewhat evident in the teaching 
of any subject, but this was not the main purpose of the 
author in placing this question in the questionnaire# This 
question was placed next to the one referring to sise of 
classes in the hope that some of the teachers would comment 
that large groups of high intelligence "wore easier to teach 
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than small groups of lo, or intelligence, It was also 
desired that they would comment on whether high in- 
telligoneo groups who developed an understanding of 
poetry also developed an equal amount of appreciation. 
Since those points wore commented upon only to a negli¬ 
gible degree, the only alternative of the author in the 
subsequent chapter on new proposals will bo to relate 
this phase of the to idling of poetry using contemporary 
educational theory as a guide. 
CHAPTER V 
stn£i,Arar aud ookclusiohs 
omrmi v 
SUMMARY AliO COiiCLU SIGHS 
Courses of Study—‘Prom a study or the Massachusetts 
course of study, it is apparent that no State regulation 
stipulates that teachers must teach certain poems during 
grades seven, eight and nine* The only courses of study 
available are more than ten years old, for a new currri- 
oulum guide for secondary schools is now in the process 
of being compiled. 
hr, John F* Bowler, Assistant Director of Secondary 
Education In the State of Massachusetts, states that* 
’\4 secondary curriculum guide study has 
begun but I very much doubt that the 
guide vd.ll set forth specific details 
concerning tho teaching of poetry. Du© 
to its long tradition of strong local 
control, the Commonwealth baa not in¬ 
quired courses of study,nV? 
Prom conversations with principals and teachers of 
the schools in v^hlch the questionnaires were passed out, 
local controls do not affect method or technique on any 
grade level. Controls do come into effect on grades 
eleven and twelve, and sometimes on grade ton, where 
Specific poems arc chosen for study and included as part 
of tho curriculum. On the lower grade levels there is 
only proposed method and a listing of poets whoso works 
15* Letter from J*?♦ Bowler to the author, d tod April 
9, 1?Sk, 
1*1 
may bo studied, but touchers aro not obliged to follow 
this pi’ocoduro on grades sevan, eight, and nine when it 
concerns the teaching of poetry* 
Since appreciations seom to be a major factor In the 
touching of poetry--both from tabulation on the questionnaire 
and contemporary leadings—then it is apparent that it must 
bo stimulated during the period which teachers can doviato 
from supposed standards or levels* It is a basic educa¬ 
tional principle that teachers should begin training of 
Children, in any subject on tho level at which they aro 
found. Tlxis apperceptive principle lends itself well to 
grades seven, eight, and nine—as far as pootry is con¬ 
cerned on tho secondary level. All proposals which appear 
in this chapter will be aimed ut this level, for in the 
later period there Is a supposition that pupils have 
adequate background for understanding and appreciating 
poetry, therefore, local controls become uore rigid and 
particular poems aro specified* 
Poetry and i;eading~-The question of whether or not 
poetry is an aid to the language arts program has arisen 
on both teacher and pupil levels. Unless poetry does 
something which improves the reading situation In general, 
then it is understandably only an eiobe 11 ishment which 
could be excluded. b»3* Gray seems to show clearly tho 
relationship to language arts and the problems in reading 
which exist in poetry, in the following paragraphs 
"In poetry, perhaps more than in any other 
type of literature, reading problems are 
generally recognized. Problems of form 
and pattern, of Imagery, or rhyme and 
rhythm, of emotion, of word order, of 
unusual words, of figurative language, 
of condensed style, of obscure themes— 
these and other problems are commonly 
pointed out as barriers to enjoyment. 
But of these only a few are any more 
problems of poetry than of prose. They 
merely assume greater proportions in 
poetry because of students* unfamiliarifcy 
with, or distaste for, poetic form. There 
is no doubt that for many students poetry is 
difficult type of literature to comprehend. 
For this reason, teachers need to identify 
the source of each difficulty and then to 
help students take the hurdles to under¬ 
standing and enjoyment*"^0 
The same problems which appear in a regular 
language arts program appear in poetry; therefore, 
it is assumed that teachers can aid the reading pro¬ 
gram on the secondary level using poetry as a device. 
The lucidity with which poetry uses techniques that do 
appear in prose can be more apparent If a functional 
approach i3 taken and these things are pointed out. Hot 
only will it Increase the appreciation for poetry, but in 
a small way will aid in reducing problems in reading. 
XJupil distaste for poetic form can sometimes be overcome 
by showing them the same techniques used in prose, and 
that poetry merely abstracts, or selects pertinent 
features of prose for greater impressionistic or emo¬ 
tional Impact* 
16. Gray, W.3., Heading in General Education, American 
Council on Education, Washington, D.G., 191x0, p. 1I4.I 
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Poe3 Poetry Belong In The Curriculum?—It seems in¬ 
evitable in any paper regarding the teaching of poetry 
that a defense be set up in its behalf. In one sense, 
this defense is merely a small segment of purpose or 
meaning* This purpose or meaning Is not meant for pupils 
alone, but unless teachers themselves adequately define 
the problem to themselves, then it is only natural that 
negative attitudes will appear on the part of the pupil3. 
It should be one aim of teachers to show that poetry is 
not only a distinct fine art, but also a distinct part of 
literature* 
The discussions which appear in this chapter are not 
meant for students alone, but rather for teachers who need 
some idea of how to aid its inception during the seventh, 
eighth and ninth grades and strive for rational apprecia¬ 
tion* Tho process will be by no means an easy one, and it 
may be that for a whole semester a teacher may only achieve 
a non-rational type of appreciation* 
Poetry as a Fine Art--It is generally assumed that 
dancing was the first fine art, since words were not used* 
Dancing abstracted movements from living and set them in a 
pattern v/hich either told a story or stressed a particular 
emotion* Essentially, poetry was created to perform this 
same task* V.ords were abstracted for their particular 
sound or meaning to create vivid picture stories or stress 
emotions* 
- hk - 
Poetry followed the dance, gradually the dance fell 
into disrepute and only within the past few decades has 
it corae back into prominence# If poetry follows this 
cycle, then it i3 due for a rebirth, for It seems from 
readings that it is slightly in disrepute in the schools 
today. 
Poetry and painting lend themselves well to contrast 
not only for giving meaning to poetry, but as a technique 
in actual teaching. Schools of painters are much like 
groups of poets who believe in certain fundamental prin¬ 
ciples. They use different implements as tool3, but paint 
or write through the media of themselves or their differing 
personalities. 
Teachers can give further meaning to poetry through 
analogies of poets and painters. They can choose poets 
like Vachel Lindsay who showed his vibrancy in repetition 
of words in an almost musical manner. In painting. Van 
Gogh used the colors red and yellow in a like repetitious 
manner. Both devices were supposedly to give sensations 
to the emotions. 
In painting a picture denoting motion, an impression¬ 
istic painter would abstract the objects which give motion 
and probably leave only the lines which connote motion. A 
poet does essentially the very 3ame thing when he uses a 
word or a phrase to express a full emotion* 
Poetry and Semantics—Another technique for giving 
purpose axid creating interest is through word study. A 
semantical study of words and their changing meaning 
according to their use would lend itself well to poetry. 
It also shows the technicality which appears in good 
poetry, and might well appeal to boys especially who 
are intrigued by any mechanical structure. It might be 
well to point out that we sometimes take words for granted. 
D.A. Stauffer tries to explain the meaning of words to us 
in the following paragraphs 
’’The significance of a word varies with the 
memories and intentions of the man who 
speaks it and with the associations of the 
man who hears it# Aever twice for any in¬ 
dividual does it hold quite the same mean¬ 
ing; vary the context or the tone, and the 
word, chameleonlike, changes its color*”^7 
One of the negative attitudes against poetry could 
very well stem from this factor of changing meaning. It 
is a psychological fact that people resist change, and, 
hence, the retaliation and resistance when a word that 
thus far has imbedded itself Into the mind to mean one 
thing changes itself by its context. This is essentially 
a problem of vocabulary for in the study of words, teachers 
sometimes give one meaning too much emphasis, thereby 
coloring the impression of that word. In regular word- 
17* Stauffor, D.A., The Nature of Poetry, Norton Co., 
Inc., hew York, I9I4S, p. 29. 
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study I03sons, whether they pertain to poetry or not, it 
Is well to let students look up and formulate their own 
meanings with the teacher guiding and giving many more 
meanings* 
This word study is not known to mo3t students as 
semantics, but can be done simply by choosing poems which 
are on their level of both intelligence and interest and 
leaving a choice for words* A discussion of which words 
bring greater meaning would be a natural follow-up. An 
example of this might be the poem "Meeting at Night," by 
Robert Browning: 
(darkened 
"The gray sea and theJ long black > land; 
( obscure ) 
And the 
shining ‘'j 
yellow y half-moon large and low; 
brilliant J 
And the 
3tartlod 
restless 
jerky 
little waves that 
rase 
leap 
sweep 
Like children laughing with surprise 
In fiery ringlets from their sleep 
In jets of wild spray from the deep 
As I gain the cove with pushing prow. 
/'come to rest 
And | reach a stop 
(^quench its speed 
(yielding) 
in the < slushy 1 sand."18 
(joozy J 
18. Smith, J*H*, The Reading of Poetry* Houghton Mifflin 
Co., New York, 1939,p. o. 
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Poetry and Dramatic3--In order to raise interest, one 
teachor surveyod techniques and found that drama in panto¬ 
mime with words later filled in was particularly adaptable 
to his class. His choice of this particular technique 
seems to be explained in the following statement: 
"The act of acting is contagious; its 
spirit adds to the meaning and brings 
life to the printed word in rhythm.”19 
He found that not all poems can bo dramatized, nor 
will all be appreciated. Some were discarded and others 
were tried for choral speech. This technique, while good 
for gaining interest, must have some follow through. If, 
for example, a student likes Sandburg, then have a good 
volume of his on hand. 
The main purpose of drama is in creating atmosphere 
and mood. Strict evaluations should come in only if it 
seems too complex and student interest is high. Pupils 
sometimes do not understand poetry because the theme or 
stress Is vicarious to them and the actual pox’trayal of 
it is far more efficient than a mere discussion. 
Picturization--Pictures are a valuable aid In the 
teaching of poetry, movies, slides and pictures serve 
the same function, in that they aid interpretation and 
serve to clarify description. In narrative or epic poetry 
19* Casey, J.R., 11 Dramatize the Poets,” English Journal, 
Vol. XLX, September, 1952, p. 373* 
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where the main theme is an account or realistic story 
these pictures become more valuable because they aid in 
distinguishing characters or clarifying the main theme* 
Since the main theme is not distinguishable by one pic¬ 
ture, then their use is highly acceptable at any stage* 
However, when it comes to more impressionistic poetry, 
which tries to give one small picture, the use of pic¬ 
tures sometimes sways pupil interpretation* It is best 
here for the teacher to use many pictures without com¬ 
paring any one picture to any one poem* Later, when 
impressions and interpretations are v/ell set in the minds 
of the pupils, a comparison of interpretation through the 
use of pictures might prove beneficial in stressing varied 
connotations* 
Summary—From a study of the reports of successful 
teachers of poetry, M«G« Lund has made up a list of six 
assumptions which the author feels would greatly aid 
teachers of poetry. These six points have a distinct 
relationship to many of the points which the author has 
tried to stress throughout this paper. 
”1* Poetry has an important place In the experience 
curriculum, since the reading of poetry is a 
more direct experience than reading prose. 
2. Poetry in creative writing serves better than 
prose for self-exploration, because it is the 
natural language of emotion, because it gives 
the illusion of completeness, and because it 
provides the pupil who Is not word-minded with 
the additional tools of melody, movement, pic¬ 
ture and pattern* 
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3. Writing poetry is the best approach to 
understanding the great poetry of the 
world. 
1|. Poetry is an important tool in language 
growth, because it offers apprehensions 
of wholes rather than understandings of 
single word3 and phrases. It meets the 
child on his level, since a poem may 
communicate on several levels. 
5# Poetry is a means of helping the child 
become a social being, since it provides 
the physical basis of rhythm, as well as 
the property of being able to communicate 
without complete understanding--a property 
which, expertly used, awakens a desire for 
knowledge. Even the dull child may parti¬ 
cipate in the appreciation of a poem, al¬ 
though he may understand little beyond the 
physical aspect of the rhythm. 
6. Poetry opens up the world of metaphor, 
which is no longer merely an ornament of 
poetic style. It has become an estab¬ 
lished implement of exposition. Analogy 
±3 an equation of relations and has be¬ 
come necessary to many phases of 
scientific exploration.M 20 
In approaching the reading of poetry, it is well to 
begin with simple narrative materials in which the thought 
and emotion are easily understood; more abstract types 
snould be given only when pupils are thoroughly familiar 
with the form of poetry and appreciative of this form. Do 
not burden pupils with many details of poetic meter and 
verse form, or require them to scan lines, and to define 
and distinguish metrical and stanzaic forms. The more 
gifted pupils may be interested in some such analysis. 
20. Lund, E.G., “The Teaching of Poetry,” School & Society. 
Vol. LXXVI, September 20, 1952, p. 182. 
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but it is the development of a sense of rhythm that is 
more essential. It Is often desirable to prepare pupils 
for the change in word order sometimes necessary in poetry, 
in order that the transposition may not seem queer or 
absurd. Pupils may also need help in understanding and 
appreciating the beauty of symbolic language used. Above 
all, the poems selected should be within the range of the 
emotional and Intellectual maturity of the class in order 
that the reading of poetry may seem pleasant and natural. 
It is not only important to indoctrinate pupils Into 
the ways or expressions of poetry, but even more impor¬ 
tant, teachers should develop in them an idea of its 
worth. Pupils should know that it is a high refinement 
of phrase, a polishing of words until they resolve them¬ 
selves into a pictorial semblance. 
This knowledge is riot only important for pupils, 
but for teachers as well. Since poetry is a highly 
expressive and emotional art the viewpoint and capacity 
of the teacher will bring about either positive or negative 
attitudes on the part of the pupils. 
Conclusions—While we cannot formulate principles 
from the tabulation of responses to the questionnaire, we 
can use these indications in formulating conclusions from 
this cross-section which might aid both teachers and pupils 
in the teaching of poetry. 
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1. Grades seven through ten do not have as 
rigid a curriculum guide as do grades 
eleven and twelve when it comes to the 
selection of poems to be studied, 
2# Most teachers feel that poetry should 
be taught a3 part of a literature 
course and made somewhat functional# 
3# Sven though poetry is a planned part 
of a course, it should be included 
when it has more meaning and interest 
or need are motivating factors# 
iq# Students can gain a non-rational form 
of appreciation even though they do 
not have complete understanding# 
5# Over-emphasis on understanding can 
visibly reduce appreciation of poetry 
as a whole# 
6# Audio-visual aids and devices are Im¬ 
portant to the teaching of poetry# 
Pictures are most widely used, and their 
use should be carefully considered, so 
that they aid rather than influence. 
Recordings are next in importance, but 
a great many school do not have adequate 
facilities for their use# 
7# Motivation is usually necessary at periods 
when interest lags# Pupil selection of 
poems seems to act as a good intrinsic 
type of motivation# 
8# Memorization is widely used, but should 
be a teclmique where pupils have a wide 
selection of poems# 
9# Teachers do not allow pupils to select 
poems for themselves* Unless specific 
poems are included in the course of study, 
there should be at least teacher-pupil 
selection otherwise the individual emotion 
factor is obscured, 
10. Teachers need special training for the 
teaching of poetry# 
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11. Teachers tend not to group within a 
class because it is time consuming. 
The few who do tend to group, use 
the factor of interest. Unless we 
individualize completely, grouping 
is a good technique in the teaching 
of poetry. 
12, Smaller classes tend to grasp funda¬ 
mental relationships and interpretations 
more quickly than large groups. Motiva¬ 
tion is also more easily sustained. 
13• Intelligence has a direct relationship 
to the teaching of poetry. High in¬ 
telligence groups tend to understand 
more quickly, but the appreciations 
of this group are not measurable. 
t 
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